3D Course Rules
The following are the rules and guidelines for the use of the 3D Range at Pine Hill Archery Club
(PHAC). These rules will be strictly enforced. If there is any abuse of these rules (witnessed or
perceived), the range will be taken down.
1. The cost for the 3D Range is $5 per archer per visit to the 3D Range for a PHAC
member. PHAC members can bring a guest for $10 per visit to the 3D Range. A visit to
the range consists of shooting each animal.
2. Payment should be placed in an envelope with the date and names of the individuals in
the group written on the envelope. The envelope should be placed in the metal slot in
the back door of the clubhouse. Envelopes are available in the clubhouse.
3. Guests must sign a waiver before shooting the course. Waivers are on the table with the
membership applications and can be inserted into the envelope with the payment.
4. Groups should contain no more than four (4) archers.
5. Each archer can shoot a maximum of two (2) arrows per target but not to exceed four (4)
arrows in the target. If a group has four (4) archers, each archer is only to shoot one
arrow into the target.
6. ABSOLUTELY NO BROADHEADS!!!!!!!!
7. Outserts or field tips should not be wider than the arrow shaft.
8. Unless the archer is under the age of 11 years old, no shots should be taken from under
15 yards.
9. Do not shoot from the horseshoe. Only shoot from with-in the shooting lanes.
10. Shoot the targets only in ascending order.
11. Do not shoot while someone is down the lane on either side of your lane.
12. Slower groups should allow faster groups to shoot first.
13. A member of your group should always remain at the entry of the shooting lane if you
need to search for a lost arrow.
14. Safety is of the utmost importance. If it doesn’t feel safe or if you have to ask yourself if
something is safe, do not do it.
15. In the event that there is a Field or 3D tournament occurring at PHAC, the 3D Range will
be closed.
16. Make sure the target is shootable when you have finished pulling your arrows. The target
should be assembled and standing when you leave.
17. All other rules of Pine Hill Archery Club apply on the 3D Range.
18. Leave a note for the PHAC 3D Captain in the metal slot of the back door inside the
clubhouse if you have any comments or concerns.

